Welcome to Penn Law's monthly e-brief, a digest of the Law School's top 10 news stories and events.

Dorothy Roberts calls for an end to the use of genetic concepts of race in biological research

Penn Law Mock Trial team takes top honors in national criminal law advocacy competition
Highlights and recaps from Public Interest Week 2016

Postgraduate Fellow Jack Regenbogen L’15 advocates for responsible re-entry legislation in Colorado

Penn Law’s Supreme Court Clinic represents auto dealership workers denied overtime

Top UN Legal Counsel visits Penn Law to discuss “pressing matters of justice”

New episode of Case in Point examines global challenges to rule of law and gender equality
Justin Hamano L’18 receives Peggy Browning Fellowship

Jeff Vagle analyzes the threat to consumer privacy in Apple’s standoff with the FBI

Blog series from current students examines aspects of #PennLawLife
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